Analyzing of amplitude-phase characteristics of laser beam is topical in experimental physics and in a great number oflaser applications, such as, for example, laser material treatment. The task of analyzing the amplitudephase beam structure may be treated as that of analyzing the modal composition. if this is thought of as both analyzing individual modal powers and intermode phase shifts. In this paper the problem is tackled using a special diffractive optical element (DOE). called MODAN, matched to a group of laser radiation modes and their special combinations. The experimental results reported indicate that such an approach shows promise.
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of amplitude-phase characteristics of the laser beam is a topic in experimental physics and in a great number oflaser applications, such as laser material treatment [l,23] . In this paper the problem is tackled using a special diffractive optical element (DOE) -MODAN -matched to a group of transversal laser modes. Laser radiation modes are beams whose cross-section complex amplitude distributions are described by eigenfunctions of the operator of light propagation [3] . Most familiar are the Bessel or free space modes [4] , and the Gaussian (Gauss-Hermite and GaussLaguerre) modes [3, 5] . A fundamental property of the Gaussian modes is their ability to retain structure and mutual orthogonality while propagating in free space or lens-like medium [3.5] . The Gaussian modes describe the modes of an open passive resonator with spherical mirrors, and the modes of a gradient-index fiber with parabolic profile [3, 5] .
Coherent light modes may be interpreted as "generalized spectral components" since they propagate in their medium with modal eigenvalue and individual transverse amplitude-phase structure, acquiring only a phase shift [3] proportional to the optical path passed. Having in mind the above mode concept. we can represent any given amplitude-phase light distribution W(u) as a superposition of a number of modes '.y (u) with definite complex-valued coefficients C [3] : w(u)=tcw(u), (1) where II = (n,m) , u = (u,v) . Thus. analyzing the amplitude-phase structure of the beam reduces to analyzing the modal composition understood as measurement of both individual modal powers. C and intermodal phase shifts, &pn = argC -argC1 . Then, based on the measurements made for Amod modes we can reconstruct the initial amplitude-phase distribution taking any arbitrary constant value as phase p = argC0:
The accuracy of the estimate in Eq. (2) of the series in Eq. (1) have been discussed in [3] . We just note that in most practical tasks it is the maximal value of the mode with non-zero coefficient CN 0 in Eq. (1) which is known, so in practical applications Nm = f(N). Using the measured individual mode powers and intermodal phase shifts for
LaserBeam Shaping, Fred M. Dickey, Scott C. Holswade, Editors, modes ranging from fundamental one to that cut-off allows the amplitude-phase distribution in the laser beam crosssection to be reconstructed. Numerical methods discussed in [6,71 make it possible to reconstruct the power distribution between the modes, while the methods in Refs.
[89] provide the direct reconstruction of the amplitude-phase distribution in the beam cross-section by numerical processing of the results of measuring the beam intensity in various planes. Note, however, that such an approach requires a high-precision measurement of intensity. analog-to-digital transformation and further numerical processing of intensity distributions or interferograms. Besides. the iterative phase reconstruction [8, 9] from the results of intensity measurements is fundamentally unable to guarantee the convergence of the iterative procedure. In [3, 10] it has been shown that the use of fundamental properties of laser light modes makes possible the synthesis of diffractive optical elements -MODANS -for analysis of modal composition. Rapid progress in technologies for DOE fabrication, including those for high-power lasers [1 1] . open wide prospects to the use of such elements in the studies of the laser beam cross-section structure.
BASIC FORMALISM: DOE DESIGN FOR ANALYSIS OF THE BEAM MODAL SPECTRUM
In [3] they report on the designing of phase MODANs intended for the analysis of the coherent beam transversal modal spectrum. To change from the complex-valued transmission function (in the general case) to the purely-phase function both analytical coding methods [3] (with a carrier introduced into the element's phase) and iterative coding methods [9] have been developed. To this end, we need to seek for the DOE complex transmission function as a superposition of the complex transmission functions of "virtual" sub-apertures with corresponding weight coefficients. "Virtual" apertures correspond to optical filters matched to the modes (or their combinations) and intended for deriving information about the modal powers,
, and/or inter-modal phase shifts Ap, . Let us consider the calculation of the complex transmission function for such an element in more detail. In [31 they have shown that if a beam of cross-section complex-valued distribution W(u) interacts with a filter of complex transmission function Yn (u) (where (u) is the mode numbered n, and denotes complex conjugation) at the Fourier-stage input. the resulting complex distribution at the center of the Fourier-stage output plane will be given by
where C is the modal coefficient of the n-th mode in the decomposition in Eq. (1) and D is the element aperture.
Measuring with a point-wise pick-off the intensity at the output plane center allows one to derive information about the energy contribution of the mode number n into the beam W(u). To measure the .Vmod modal powers simultaneously. in [3] they consider an element with the complex transmission function in the form
The exponential additions exp(ivu) are introduced to spatially separate channels corresponding to different modes in the element's plane. and the weight coefficients 0 are introduced to produce the desired energy redistribution between the sub-apertures (if needed). The interaction of the beam with a filter of complex transmission function in Eq. (4) at the input of a Fourier-stage of focal length f will result in the emergence of complex distributions w(fr)
in the output plane (Fig. 1) . In [3j, to measure the intermode phase shifts &p = argC -argC1 by modal optical correlation filters they introduce into the MODAN phase of extra virtual sub-apertures with the transmission functions given by
where is a certain phase shift introduced. It can be demonstrated [31 that the intensity values wk = w(2fi'k2 and ws2 = w(2fr2 are defined as follows (lets assume = 1. = 1):
ws12
Then, as it has been shown in [31.the values of the intermode phase shifts &p,1 can be derived from Eqs. (7)and (8) . Knowing the maximal admissible mode number in the beam under analysis we can write the relation for the complex transmission function of a filter intended for the analysis of the beam amplitude-phase composition:
Taking into account that certain mode(s) k (u) can have zero-valued coefficient Ck =0. Eq.(9) should be changed to
Nml + cs[w*r(u)exp(izs)+ (10) where r is the number of the "reference" mode, which has allwavs nonzero valued coefficient C 0 (for the most r of real laser resonators this can be the fundamenal mode n=(O,0) ). Now, based on the measurements made taken for Nmod modes we can estimate the initial amplitude-phase distribution except a constant phase shift of argC = W(u) Crexp(i rr()+ + r)1.
= argC, -n=1,n'r
DESIGNING A MODAN FOR ON-LINE ANALYSIS OF THE BEAM MODAL SPECTRUM (11)
As it has been shown (3)-(1 1) the use of fundamental properties of laser light modes makes possible the synthesis of diffractive optical elements -MODANS -for analysis of modal composition. However. to use such elements for the online beam analysis one needs to use extra optical components capable of splitting the laser beam into two beams at least. with each of them retaining the initial amplitude-phase structure and having a desired energy distribution.
Energy losses relating to the beam splitting and Fresnel reflection on each interface <air-optical medium> may lead to essential problems, especially when analyzing the beam of a high-power laser. As a solution to this problem, we may consider the synthesis of an element that combines the functions of a beam splitter and a modal correlation filter, thus decreasing the number of interfaces <air-optical medium> and making the system much more compact. Thus. it is expedient to consider the synthesis of an optical element that would allow one to measure the individual modal powers and intermodal phase shifts using just a minor part of the illuminating beam energy. in the mean time the major part of the beam is allowed to pass the element without any essential change in the amplitude-phase structure. By way of illustration, such an optical element may be implemented as a microrelief applied directly onto an optical material of the laser output window. The beam may be splitted into the "basic" one (retaining the amplitude-phase structure of the initial beam) and the "auxiliary" or "informative" ones (i.e. intended for measuring the modal composition) by a single element using a strategy of "linked" or "virtual" sub-apertures (Fig. 2) . To this end, we need to seek the DOE complex transmission function as a superposition of the complex transmission functions of "virtual" sub-apertures with corresponding weight coefficients.
One of such "virtual" apertures corresponds to the transmission of the basic beam without a change in the amplitude-phase structure W(u) up to a certain coefficient C <1 that describes a decrease in energy, while the others 
The ratio of weight modules. and
, determines the ratio of energy fractions accounted for the beam propagated with no changes in the amplitude-phase distribution and the "informative' beams .'y (u)exp(iv.u). When such an element found at the input of a Fourier-stage of focal length f is illuminated by a beam with transverse complexvalued distribution W(u) , a beam with transverse distribution CW(u) will appear in a plane directly behind the element and with complex distributions w, = w(2fv) 'C,.,' at the output plane. where the values proportional to individual modal powers can be measured using point pick-offs. The derived complex transmission function in Eq. (12) (which is certainly not phase-only in the general case) can be reduced to the purely phase function using wellknown encoding techniques [3] based on the introduction into the beam phase of a carrier. for example. by the Kirk-Jones method [3, 121 . Figure 3 depicts the amplitude distribution in the working (zero) diffraction order of the element intended to detect in real-time mode whether the Gauss-Hermite modes (1.0) and (0. 1) are present in the illuminating beam. The element was designed using the Kirk-Jones method. In the computer simulation the element was illuminated by the Gauss-Hermite mode (1,0). At the center, there is a "basic" beam (Gauss-Hermite mode (1.0)) having passed through the DOE, at the right is a correlation peak corresponding to the presence ofthe Gauss-Hermite mode (1.0), At the left of Fig 3 there is a region of formation of a correlation spot corresponding to the Gauss-Hermite mode (0. 1). At the center of the region there is the zero amplitude value corresponding to the absence of the Gauss-Hermite mode (0. 1) in the illuminating beam. Note that the greater is the energy fraction accounted for the basic beam. the greater is the diffractive efficiency of coding, because the diffraction efficiency of the synthetic Kirk-Jones hologram is the greater the closer to a constant is the amplitude of its complex transmission function [3] . In computer simulations conducted by the present authors the energy fraction accounted for the unperturbed beam amounted to 85 %. Nevertheless, introducing the carrier into the phase leads to unavoidable energy losses related to the generation of parasite diffraction orders. a, We will not take into account energy losses connected with absorption and Fresnel reflection.
For spatial separation and on-line beam analyzing we realize the following decomposition which is a modification of that proposed in [91 before: exp(kp(u))=/+j1(u)exp(iviu) (14) where 0 < B0 1 determines the part of the illuminating beam energy which should pass without structure changing, (u) is the phase function of the MODAN, and V1 is the carrier frequency introduced for spatial beam separation. To find the arguments of coefficients arg[ç1] in Equ. (14). we can use any recursive optimization procedure (for example. numerical stochastic procedure ) minimizing the functional: where Pm(1') is the DOE's phase distribution after rn-th iteration.
Of course, such approach can be generalized without especial difficulties for the case of on-line restoration not only mode powers but intermode phase shifts also.
DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING OF A DIFFRACTiVE OPTICAL ELEMENT FOR MODE POWER DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENT
The derived complex transmission function in Equ. (4) (which is certainly not phase-only in general case) can be reduced to the purely phase function using well-known encoding techniques [3j based on the introduction of a carrier into the phase function, for example, by generalization of well-known Kirk-Jones method [12] described in [3] . Thus, the MODAN for measurement of modal power distribution for 10 Gaussian-Laguerre modes was calculated by Eq. (4) and manufactured and investigated in the frame of present paper. The analyzing MODAN used for the investigations presented in this paper was designed to detect 10 Gauss-Laguerre(GH)-modes which are below the chosen cut-off condition . In accordance with our experimental conditions, the design value of the beam size parameter for these ten modes was selected as o = 0.8 mm.
The element was calculated for a wavelength of 2 = 632.8 nm. and should work together with a Fourier lens of f= 452 mm. The corresponding ,,correlation points" for each mode, respectively, should develop in the focal plane of this lens in a distance of 1.5 mm from each other (see Fig. 3 ). The element was coded as a grating with 55.5 lines/mm,with a rectangular shaped carrier function ,,slowly" modulated across the aperture (,,synthetic coefficients' method"). The grating was calculated with a resolution of 2048 x 2048 pixels, with a pixel site of (I gm \ .() pm. The calculated phase would have to be transferred into a corresponding surface depth. taking into consideration the intended transmission mode of the element, and the refractive index of the resist In a nest step. this two-dimensional ..continuous surface pixel map should be copied out into a corresponding electron dose map. which in its turn could hae been written subsequently by the c-beam lithograph. However, thermal load resulting from such a one-shot-per-pixel procedure negatively influences final resist-and surface quality. As a consequence. the ..continuous" surface pixel map was approximated b' a staircase structure with 16 permitted levels in depth (=IS steps of equal height in the staircase) Each of these 5 steps had to be generated by an individual ..etching process Therefore. IS single binary masks had lobe generated (as data fields) by software. starting from the ..continuous" surface pixel map Manufacturing started from a substrate from quartz glass. covered with a thin hIm of PMMA (thickness nearly 2.5iinL into which the spatially varying dose of electrons was implanted. The 15 dose levels each corresponding to one of the l'uture new surface levels were realized by 15 times application of a binary electron beam writing process. using a commercial ZBA 23H system (LEICA). After finishing the development procedure of the PMMA film, the profile depth over all IS steps should be 
OPTICAL EXPERIMENT
The manufactured analyzing MODAN had to demonstrate its performance in a series of optical experiments. For this purpose, the set-up schematically shown in Fig. 6 has been used. The 10-channel MODAN (c =0.8 mm) has been illuminated by Gaussian beam with c 0.525 mm (see Fig. 7. 8 ). The decomposition of Gaussian distribution with 0.525 mm by using basis of Gaussian-Laguerre modes with c 0.8 mm gives us non-zero values of (0,0) mode coefficient and of (1,0) mode coefficient (nearly 25% of (0,0) power-coefficient). Other modes with nonzero coefficients in this decomposition ((2,0), (3,0) , . . .) are of order higher then the implemented cutoff number. and could not be recognized therefore with this system. Note good agreement between results of computational and optical experiments. Note also parasitical intensity peak in the central diffractive order (purely by chance located at the place of (1.-i) mode correlation peak). which is connected with technological problem -calculated surface profile was not perfectly achieved.
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